
Best practices 
for your 
Sponsored 
Products ads

Your products need to be in the 
right place at the right time to be 
discovered by interested shoppers.

Be seen where it matters with 
Sponsored Products. These ads 
help you connect with customers 
searching for items like yours, 
delivering relevant ads right where 
they’re shopping on Amazon.

Sponsored Products ads take just 
minutes to create, and also offer 
you flexible targeting, bidding, and 
budgeting options. Here, we show 
you how to get the most out of 
your campaigns.
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Highly visible, contextually relevant: Sponsored Products ads appear right 
where shoppers will see them, such as the first page of search results and product 
detail pages—providing an instant visibility boost.

Quick facts

Start running ads in minutes with simple campaign creation

Choose the products you want to advertise

Use automatic, keyword, or product targeting

Set your own budget

Pay only when your ad is clicked

Take customers directly to your product detail page
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Sponsored

Your product title here

$10000

Sponsored

Your product title here

$10000



Success tips
With Sponsored Products, you have control over your ads’ 
targeting, spend, and more. Here, we walk you through 
the options available to help boost your ads’ performance 
based on your unique business needs. 

When deciding which products to advertise with Sponsored Products, keep in mind that the 
quality of your product information and detail pages can have a direct impact on your ad 
performance and sales. Improvements to a few key areas can help get your ads in front of 
customers, engage them once they reach your product detail page, and ensure they have the 
right information to make a purchase decision.

Follow these steps:

Products and detail pages

Ensure your advertised products are consistently winning the Buy Box.

Price products competitively to boost their chances of winning the Buy Box.

Keep products in stock to provide a positive customer experience.

Add a strong title to your detail page content.

Aim for your products to have a rating of 3.5 stars or more and at least 15 
customer reviews.

Add several professional, high-resolution images.

Write a relevant and useful product description with at least 5 bullet points.
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Sponsored Products campaigns have 3 different targeting options: automatic, keyword, and 
product targeting. We recommend running a variety of campaigns together to increase the 
opportunity for your ads to show to customers and to help you learn which features work best 
for your products.

Automatic targeting

For your first campaign, automatic targeting is the easiest and quickest way to get started. 
Amazon will do the work of matching your ads to customer search terms and products, saving 
you time and providing you with important insights.

You can also use any of the 4 automatic targeting strategies to support your campaign 
objectives. Make your selection during or after campaign creation.

Targeting
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Match type Description Example

Close match We may show your ad to 
shoppers who use search terms 
closely related to your products.

If your product is "Doppler 
400-count Cotton Sheets," we'll 
show an ad when shoppers use 
search terms like "cotton sheets" 
and "400-count sheets."

Loose match We may show your ad to 
shoppers who use search terms 
loosely related to your products.

If your product is “Doppler 
400-count Cotton Sheets,” we'll 
show an ad when shoppers use 
search terms like "bed sheets" and 
"queen-sized cotton sheets."

Substitutes We may show your ad to 
shoppers who use the detail 
pages of products similar to your 
products.

If your product is "Doppler 
400-count Cotton Sheets," we'll 
show an ad on detail pages that 
include "300-count cotton sheets" 
and "queen 400-count sheets."

Complements We may show your ad to shoppers 
who view the detail pages of 
products that complement 
your products.

If your product is "Doppler 
400-count Cotton Sheets," we'll 
show an ad on detail pages that 
include "queen comforter" and 
"feather pillows."



Keyword targeting

When you know which search terms customers are using to search for your products, use 
keyword targeting. We’ll use your keywords to match your ads with customers’ search terms. 
Add at least 30 keywords to your campaign to increase the opportunity for your ads to show.

Not sure which keywords to add to your campaign? Use the suggested keywords provided 
during campaign creation, or look to your automatic targeting campaign for more insights. 
After the campaign has been running for at least 2 weeks, check your search term report to 
find your top-performing search terms—those that generated the most clicks and sales. These 
search trends can change over time, so continue to review your report on a regular basis.

Choosing a match type for each keyword also helps you fine-tune which search terms your ads 
are eligible to show against.

Broad match

This offers the widest traffic exposure. Your ad may appear when a customer searches for 
your keyword in any order, including close variations.

Phrase match

Your ad may appear when a shopper searches for either your exact phrase or sequence 
of words in your keyword. While it’s more restrictive than broad match, it can drive more 
relevant traffic to your ads.

Exact match

In order for your ad to show, a customer’s search term must match your keyword exactly. 
This is the most restrictive match type, but it can help generate the most relevant traffic.

Negative phrase and exact match

Applying a negative match type to keywords prevents your ads from showing when 
customers search for those terms. This helps you maximize relevant clicks and exclude 
irrelevant search terms.
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Try starting with broad match and reviewing your reports to see which keywords are 
performing best. Add those keywords with phrase match or exact match to target those terms 
more precisely and to focus your investment on what you know is working.
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Product targeting

To target your ads for specific products or entire categories that are similar or complementary 
to your products, use product targeting. This option gives you greater control over when and 
where your ads appear in search results and product detail pages.

After choosing product categories, you can refine your targeting even further by specific 
brands, star reviews, price, and Prime shipping eligibility, as well as product age range and 
genre for certain categories.



With Sponsored Products, you always have control over your advertising costs by choosing 
your own budget and bids. Explore all of your options below.

Budget and bids

Choose your daily budget

Start with a daily budget of at least $10 to help keep your ads live 
throughout the day whenever customers might be shopping. You have the 
flexibility to adjust your budget at any time.

Set your bids

For automatic targeting campaigns, you can set one default bid or different 
bids for each targeting group (close match, loose match, substitutes, 
and complements). We provide auction-aware bid suggestions for each 
targeting group to help you bid more effectively.

For keyword and product targeting campaigns, you can set a different bid 
for each keyword, product, and category. We give you a suggested bid and 
bid range for each to help you get started. Set the maximum bid you’re 
willing to pay.

Refine your bidding strategy

For all of your campaigns, choose a campaign bidding strategy to control 
how you’ll pay for clicks on your ads. Use “dynamic bids – up and down” or 
“dynamic bids – down only” and Amazon will adjust your bid in real time 
(by a maximum of 100%) when it’s more or less likely to lead to a sale. Or 
choose “fixed bids” to use the exact bid you chose.

For more control over where your ads appear, use placement bid 
adjustments. You can add bid adjustments up to 900% to stay competitive 
for Top of Search (first page) or product page placements.
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Sponsored Products can help you reach a variety of goals, from generating new product 
awareness to promoting seasonal items to creating more demand for best sellers. We set you 
up with a range of reports to help you understand your campaign performance and measure 
your success. 

Search term report: This is your resource for finding the actual search terms used by 
customers shopping on Amazon that resulted in at least one click on your ad. Add your top-
converting search terms to your campaigns with keyword targeting. 

Targeting report: See how well your targeting is working in this report, where you can find 
sales metrics for keywords and products in all of your campaigns with at least one impression. 
Use these insights to adjust your bids and expand your keyword or product targets. 

Advertised product report: For each of your advertised products, review sales and 
performance metrics to see how they’re performing over time. Look for sales dips or low 
returns on ad spend (ROAS) for opportunities to improve your strategy. 

Placement report: This report provides insight into the performance of your ads in the top-
of-search placement compared to other placements on Amazon. Based on the results, you can 
then use placement bid adjustments to influence your placements.  

Performance over time report: Use this summary of clicks and spend to see your average 
cost-per-click and your total spend change over time.

Measure your impact
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https://sellercentral.amazon.com/cm/ref=sspa_us_s_acq_cm_bdy_txt_nasg


Want to drive demand for your products year-round? Take an always-on approach 
with your campaigns by setting no end date, and help customers discover your 
products any time they search on Amazon.

Looking for a way to make edits on a scaled level? Use bulk operations to edit, 
optimize, and even create multiple campaigns at once, saving you time when you want 
to make many changes.

Have several different product categories? Use separate campaigns for each product 
group to focus your advertising strategy and organize your keywords and budgets.

Not ready to launch your campaign yet? Save your campaign as a draft and come 
back to finish it later.

Need a better way to organize your campaigns? Start creating portfolios to organize 
your campaigns by brand, category, season, or any way you choose.

More opportunities to explore

© 2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All rights reserved. Amazon, Amazon Advertising, and the Amazon logo are registered trademarks of Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates.
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https://advertising.amazon.ca/products/sponsored-products?ref=sspa_v_eng_1608189205
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